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MONTHLY DONATION PROGRAM TOOL
Building your Fund through donations – often club members and alumni, and through their friends and 
families while an effective strategy, can be onerous, and risks discontinuance of the donors’ giving. That 
is why many of our Funds have encouraged donors to give through a monthly subscription, even at 
levels of $10 or $20 per month. This not only reduces the burden of constantly asking for donations (and 
risking donor fatigue), but research focused on charity giving by CanadaHelps.org show monthly donors 
are more likely to give over longer periods of time AND to give more in total. What follows then is a tool 
to start and maintain a monthly subscription program.

I. Seven Benefits of Monthly Giving

Most fundraising teams face pretty similar challenges and pain points. The good news is that monthly 
giving can help combat these all too common challenges.

1. Monthly Giving Helps You Fundraise More Effectively
• Increases annual income by converting small one-time gifts to ongoing contributions.
• Grows income over time because on average, monthly donors give for five to seven years, 

instead of just once and then not again at all. Monthly donors will usually upgrade over time if 
you ask.

• Monthly giving integrates with other methods of individual giving, helping you to diversify your 
funding stream.

• Monthly donors usually make great planned giving prospects

2. Monthly Giving Helps You Strengthen Retention
Monthly giving helps to strengthen both donor and gift retention by focusing on keeping the donors you 
already have, not solely on acquiring new ones. Your donors will stick around, and stick around for 
longer.

Monthly donors are often those who have given to you in the past. They may or may not have long-term 
giving goals with your organization, but something clearly piqued their interest in your mission.

3. More Peace of Mind
There is less need to worry about “the other guys” when you foster strong, long lasting relationships 
with your donors through monthly giving. This also helps your charity operate from a place of 
confidence, knowing that there is a predictable revenue stream.

Communication also because easier. These donors not only care about your cause, but share your 
concern in providing programs and services that are sustainable in the community.

4. More Cultivation, Less Solicitation
Monthly giving means sending less solicitations, and online monthly giving means no postage at all!

Since you're speaking to a committed donor, you can speak about what you know best — your work and 
the positive impact on the community you serve. And the best part is that when you focus on 



cultivation, it will naturally lead donors to keep giving, increase their gift, or even top up at the end of 
the year.

5. Cut Back on Admin Costs
Monthly giving helps your organization attain predictable income and lower the number of fundraising 
requests you receive from donors, cutting back on administrative costs. This constant income stream 
means less worry about cash flow, and more focus on long term programming and initiatives.

6. Helps with Transparency
While we know that overall, charities spend just 9% on admin and 1% on fundraising, some donors are 
concerned about transparency, clarity and excessive costs. a well-executed monthly donation program 
gives donors insights and confidences they need to combat these concerns.

7. Monthly Giving Appeals to All Ages
Because monthly giving is convenient and customizable to a donor’s budget, it is a great option for a 
broad base of donors – young and old alike! We increasingly live in a subscription culture, and monthly 
donations fit right in.

II. Who Are Your Monthly Giving Prospects?
Here’s the good news AND the tricky part – almost anyone could be a great candidate for monthly 
giving.

Monthly donors represent the most loyal and productive donors on your file. The best place to start is in 
your database, and segment based on recency, frequency and monetary value.

Here are some of the most common things we found about monthly donors:

• Monthly donors are those who have given to you in the past. They may or may not have long term 
giving goals with your organization, but something clearly piqued their interest in your mission.

• Monthly donors have given to you recently. Often they are regular annual donors, or donors who 
have made two gifts in the last six months.

• Online one-time donors are great candidates for monthly giving. They have already shared their 
credit card information with you, and they trust the technology.

• Monthly donor candidates have given a single gift between $5-$99. While this doesn’t mean that 
donors who have given larger amounts wouldn’t be interested in giving monthly, it is these smaller 
gift givers who make the best candidates because the low monthly cost fits into what may be a 
smaller monthly budget.

• Monthly donors are those who feel appreciated. They were thanked well, thanked promptly, and 
want to get closer to your organization.

• Monthly donors were asked! As was previously mentioned, monthly donors may not be giving to 
their favourite charities – they are giving to charities that thanked them promptly and asked at the 
right time.

• Younger donors may start out as monthly donors. With a shift towards online subscriptions within 
eCommerce, younger demographics are used to and familiar with monthly charges. They show a 
greater preference to giving smaller amounts, monthly.



Every donor will have a different reason for contributing, and just because they’ve given consistently 
before, it doesn’t mean they’ll be ready. Timing and getting to know your donors is key!

But in general — the more interest someone has shown in your organization through past interactions 
(giving, opening emails, engaging with your content), the more directly you can make an ask or follow-
up with them about monthly giving.

III.How to Determine Your Offer
You now know who your monthly donors could be. Now it’s time to figure out what you'll be offering 
them. So what is it that you have to offer donors? Before you begin any fundraising program, it is 
important to figure this out.

This is especially crucial for monthly giving, where donors need to understand that even their small 
monthly contributions have a big impact.

Some things to keep in mind when you are considering your offer are:

• What is the right donation amount?
• Will you have a fixed monthly giving option, a list of options, or do you have the ability to make a 

variable ask based on a donor’s past giving amounts?

A few things to remember here — on average, monthly donors give 2X more than one-time donors. 
They are also 5X more likely to stick around for over 3 years.

Here's an example: if the average donor makes 2 gifts of $26, this adds up to $52 a year. At this rate, 
even a monthly contribution of $5 or $10 means more money at the end of the year. It's a longer play 
that has potential for larger benefit to your organization.

In the past, we've seen that the average monthly gift hovers around the $40 mark. So experiment with 
the value of this ask and see what resonates with your donor base. Always keep in mind that even small 
wins in a monthly program can lead to long-term results.

What will the donation “buy”?

In monthly giving, it is incredibly useful to offer this information to your donor. Will $50 a month provide 
school supplies to an inner-city child? Will $33 a month help provide vaccinations to stray animals? It’s 
not just about determining what “product” you’re “selling”, but also which product is going to be the 
best sell to your donors.

The best way to figure this out is to test your offer!

How will you offer it?

Email, direct mail and telephone are all different ways you could offer, but a mix of all three work best.

• Those who have already given online with their credit cards are your best bets. Start with an email 
campaign targeted at these donors.

• Look for donors who have already given by credit card and target a direct mail campaign at them.



• If it is possible, select a group of donors who you could follow up with by telephone. No need for a 
robust telemarketing budget – just test a few to see how it works for you.

IV.Setting Goals for Your Monthly Campaign
Today we'll go over how to properly set goals, and the structure you'll need to achieve those goals.

What is a realistic goal? In his book “Hidden Gold”, Harvey McKinnon suggests that between 3-5% of 
your current donors will convert to monthly giving.

However, results will grow over time and will vary depending on your organization. In Europe, close to 
half of all donations are monthly, and in North America, monthly giving accounts for 95% of donations 
for child sponsorship organizations.

Whatever your goal, make sure it is realistic and manageable – start small, ensure you have all the right 
systems in place, and plan to grow your goal over time. Monthly giving programs are a long term 
investment, but they are well worth it!

Monthly giving requires oversight. With so many moving parts, you should have one person in your 
organization dedicated to ensuring the program works, and will continue to do so in the long term.

Here are some of the desirable skills for a Monthly Giving Lead:

• Knowledge of the organization and its fundraising goals
• Strong copywriting skills
• Understanding of donor stewardship practices
• Strong communicator
• Experience with an email platform like Mailchimp
• Familiarity with e-commerce best practices, such as using calls to action, and tracking metrics like 

open rates, click rates and conversation rates
• Ability to track and report on key information to internal stakeholders, such as other development 

departments, management and leadership
• A team player that is committed to championing your cause

If you don’t have the capacity within your staff to have a dedicated project lead, consider recruiting a 
volunteer with the skills necessary to manage the project. 

Now that you have the structure of your campaign in place, goals defined, and identified a person to 
lead -- it's time to brand the campaign before getting it in front of people.

V.How to Brand Your Monthly Giving Campaign
Up to this point, you've already put in a lot of work structuring your Monthly Giving Campaign. Now 
we'll be talking about how you can brand it for your audience. 



You’ll notice that many large charities have separate and distinct branding for their monthly giving 
programs. Big names like “charity: water” have had hugely successful monthly giving programs that 
stand out with a look and feel that is different than their other fundraising programs.

The difference between your organization and theirs is likely a very large budget. But some of their key 
branding principles can be implemented at any organization.

Here are some of our favourites:

• Make monthly giving stand out as an option for donors. In your print and digital 
communications, make sure that monthly giving is as prominent as other choices.

• Consider giving your program a special name. Instead of just “monthly giving program”, why not 
call your program “Hospital Heroes” or “Friends of Literacy”? Brainstorm ideas and be sure to 
test your selection.

• Think of how you may set your program apart visually. No need to pay for a pricey new logo if 
you can’t afford it. This could be as easy as adding your program name to an existing logo, or 
perhaps bringing a new colour to your branding palette.

• Use urgency in your language. Compelling monthly giving copy often uses a sense of urgency for 
immediate and ongoing funding to make the case.

• Ensure you create room in your ongoing communication to share impact and gratitude focused 
on monthly donors. Whether this is a special newsletter, page on your website, or regular email 
updates, this communication will ensure your monthly donors feel like “insiders” and see the 
ongoing change their regular gifts are making.

• Start simple. One of the most compelling arguments for monthly giving is its cost-effectiveness. 

Following these tips will help you give your Monthly Giving Program the look and feel you're looking for.

VI. When to Ask for a Monthly Gift
So you’ve got your list or prospects. Now it’s time to hone your ask!

There are many schools of thought on when is the best time to ask someone to consider becoming a 
monthly donor. And as with your “who” and “how”, your “when” will depend largely on your donor 
base.

As with all good fundraising, it will require some testing. But here are some of the trends we've seen in 
the past:

Monthly giving guru Erica Waasdorp of A Simple Solution suggests the most productive time to convert a 
one-time donor to a monthly donor is after their first gift. This should only be attempted after the donor 
has been properly thanked for their first gift.

Pay attention to your organization’s giving cycle. Do you send four appeals annually, with a large ask 
culminating at the end of the year? Consider using this schedule to target and test a select group from 
your monthly giving prospects.



Some organizations find that soliciting monthly donations works well right before an annual renewal – 8-
10 months after the initial gift.

You may also consider making the ask on the anniversary of a donor’s first gift. If they have had a 
positive experience, this may be a memorable moment for them.

Every organization will find different timelines are successful, as long as they have done a great job at 
making their donors feel thanked and appreciated. 

Figure out what works best for your organization by testing things out. These tips will give you good 
places to start from, but always listen to what your audience is telling you, and adapt accordingly.

VII. How to Ask for a Monthly Gift
Here are some more tips for getting the ask right!

How you ask will be determined by what has worked well for your organization in the past, and what 
will be the most cost-effective moving forward.

The most important part here is to ground your monthly ask in the importance of your work. Let donors 
know the difference their monthly gifts will make.

We'll walk you through how to make an ask through 5 different channels.

1. Email

Personalized emails are the most cost-effective and easiest way to communicate with supporters who 
may be most interested in making monthly gifts. They have already given, they trust the technology, and 
have already begun to build an online relationship with you.

2. Donation Forms

People give because they are asked! Change your communications and donation forms to incorporate 
monthly giving, helping people understand that monthly donations are a common and welcomed way of 
giving.

When creating your donation forms, make monthly donations the first option listed.

Make sure your communications include a strong call to action that helps your donor understand the 
impact of their monthly donations. Remember, this is part of the “product” you’re “selling.” How many 
school lunches does their $25 a month buy? How much land does their $25 a month save? Get concrete, 
and show their impact immediately!

Suggest some donation amounts, with the option for the donor to enter their own amount. Your giving 
levels will be dependent on your organization – if initial first time gifts are smaller, you will want to set 
smaller monthly giving levels. If first time gifts are larger, you may want to consider larger. Generally, 
the response rate does go up as the gift amount goes down. You really want to capture as many 
monthly donors as possible, even at small amounts. There’s always room to upgrade later.



3. Your "Ways To Give" Landing Page

Chances are you already have a “donate now”, “support us”, or “ways to give” page on your website. 
Some common ways to give include one-time gifts, volunteer opportunities, donations of securities, and 
clothing/food drives. Be sure to include monthly giving as an option here.

Perhaps these points should be equally spaced to make them easier to read?

Make sure you’ve listed the ways a donor can support your organization as clearly as possible – don’t 
confuse your donors, or they won’t donate.

If possible, try testing the use of light boxes that pop up on your website asking visitors to consider 
making a monthly gift.

4. Social Media

The various social media platforms you use can be great channels for regularly highlighting your monthly 
giving program. Take the opportunity to talk about the program, the progress you’ve made, and the 
impact that donors have made. Most importantly, take the time to thank monthly donors (by name if 
they are willing!) who have already committed to giving.

5. Special Incentives

If you are just starting a monthly giving program, or kicking it up to the next level, consider using some 
interesting and creative incentives to pique the interest of your donors.

Contest or Giveaway – Do you have a special event or interesting prize that you could give away? 
Consider setting up a draw for donors who sign up to your monthly giving program.

Sponsorships or Matching Partners – If you have a great relationship with a corporate partner, perhaps 
they would consider matching monthly donations for a certain period of time. Donors really do like it 
when they can maximize the impact of their donations.

Employee Programs – Do you have any existing relationships with businesses that donate to your 
organization via payroll deduction? Consider further developing this relationship to see how businesses 
and employees may upgrade their contributions.

As with any special incentive, especially one that involves an outside business, do your research

As always -- find the best fit for your organization and your audience. We've seen all of these methods 
work, but that doesn't mean that they will all work for you. So keep testing, and use these ideas to get 
started.

VIII. How to Retain Monthly Donors
Congratulations! You’ve signed up your first group of monthly donors, and the numbers keep growing. 
Now what can you do to ensure you retain those eager donors who have committed? 

Make Your Monthly Donors Feel Like Heroes



Once donors sign up, you need to keep them informed of the impact their regular gifts are making. 
Follow all the general best practices when communicating to donors and find special ways to thank your 
monthly donors on an ongoing basis.

Refer to them as a "valued monthly donor". This small distinction shows them that you appreciate and 
recognize their regular commitment to your cause.

Send donors monthly email newsletters that thank them for their ongoing contributions, acknowledges 
their participation, and reports back on just what their donations are doing to make a difference.

Highlight the important contributions your monthly donors are making in a communication that is sent 
to all of your supporters. For example, you can ask some of your monthly donors how it makes them feel 
to give monthly, and why they give monthly, and then feature their inspirational stories in email 
newsletters.

Could you recognize monthly donors in some special way? Consider a wall at your office, a special 
section of your annual report, or profiles in your newsletter.

Donors will often stop donating to an organization if they feel that their donation is not making a 
difference. Consistently thanking, encouraging your donors, and showing the impact they are making 
will help keep them committed.

Keep Track of your Donors and their Data

Monthly giving is a great way to consistently raise funds from your most loyal donors. But that doesn’t 
mean you can just “set it and forget it”. This is why it is so crucial that you have someone dedicated to 
keeping an eye on the program and its data to ensure things flow smoothly.

Keep an eye on credit cards and follow up when they are about to expire. This is a common way to lose 
a monthly donor. Have a system in place to track credit card expiry dates, and follow up promptly. 
Whenever possible, call your donor instead of just sending an email. 

Don’t be afraid to ask your monthly donors to donate on top of their regular contributions for a special 
program or emergency. Remember, these are your most committed donors and they want to help!

Stay in touch with your donors and make sure that you are meeting their needs. You can do this by 
sending surveys or simply picking up the phone. Letting your donors know that their needs and 
expectations are important to you is part of a great stewardship plan.

Follow these principles of sound donor retention to hold on to those precious monthly donors. Build 
your relationship from here, and you will eventually get to a place when you can ask them for a bigger 
gift.

IX. How to Upgrade Your Monthly Donors
You’ve converted many of your one-time gift givers to monthly, and you’ve treated them so well that 
they’ve happily stuck with your organization.



Now it’s time to ask donors to increase their giving levels. There's a lot to digest in this one, so you can 
jump right to the good stuff here:

• When is the best time to upgrade?
• How do I upgrade my donors?
• How much do I ask for?
• When is the Best Time to Upgrade?

The best time to upgrade will completely depend on your program and your donors. If you are just 
starting out, you won’t want to ask too soon. If you have been running a monthly giving program for a 
while but have never asked donors to upgrade, it is likely time to try.

A good timeline for upgrading is 9-12 months after the donor has joined the program. In this time, 
they’ve become used to giving monthly, are comfortable with the process, and are happy with the 
acknowledgement they have received.

Not every donor will choose to upgrade, but some charities will be able to upgrade as many as 1/3 of 
their monthly donors.

How to Upgrade Your Donors

It all starts with great stewardship. From their very first commitment, ensure you are thanking promptly 
and showing the impact of their gifts often. When donors feel like their gifts are useful, yet still 
understand the growing and changing needs of your organization, making the ask will be much easier.

When asking, make sure you include a strong reason why you need more money. What has changed 
since they first committed to giving $25 a month? Was there a funding cut that threatens a critical 
program you offer? Has your mission expanded? Are you close to a goal and you feel you can count on 
your most loyal and generous donors to help you?

Create strong communication around your growing needs and share it in a way that keeps the donor at 
the centre of things.

How Much to Ask For

In acquiring monthly donors, we know that the response rate goes up as the gift rate goes down. The 
same is true for upgrading. You don’t want to alienate your donors by asking for too much. Asking 
donors to increase their gift size by 1/3 is a good amount. Increasing from $15 to $20 may seem like a 
small amount, but it increases that donor’s contributions by $60 a year, likely more than they were 
giving as a one-time gift to begin with!

Whatever you ask, ensure that it is concrete. Don’t offer vague numbers or soft calls to action like, 
“We’d appreciate if you could increase your support.”

And just as in acquiring new monthly donors, upgrading requires time and patience. Give your donor 
time to consider your request, and be quick to provide any extra information if they ask for it.



Some donors will not want to upgrade, and that’s okay. Be sure to take note of donors who decline 
upgrading and any reason they may give for their decision. If they decline monthly giving but continue to 
give on a regular, one-time basis, they may still be a candidate in a year or two. Show them they are 
valuable team members, and most likely they will want to step up their contribution to the cause.

You may not realize it, but you’ve just been given a secret weapon. One that will help you raise more 
money and engage with the donors already involved with your cause.

X.Final Tips for Monthly Giving Programs
Many organizations have been using it for a long time to boost support for their missions. But now is 
your chance to integrate it into the fundraising you’re already doing.

While monthly giving is an incredibly powerful tool to employ, it certainly isn’t a magic bullet. Before 
you start a monthly giving program, you’ll need to ensure:

• Your team – board, management, and coworkers – is on board.
• You have a strong mission and effective communication pieces in place.
• You’re committed to communicating with your donors and showing them the impact of their 

gifts.
• You have a system in place to track your donors and know how to use the data you’re collecting.

Final Tips

The donor is the hero. Thank well, thank promptly, and continue this attitude of gratitude throughout 
your communications.

Keep it simple. Speak in your donor’s language, with urgency, specificity and clarity. Make your call to 
action clear.

Use stories to show impact of gifts. Numbers are great, but too many stats and facts can be confusing. 
Aim for clarity, and nothing is more clear than an emotionally compelling story of change.

Giving is not transactional – it’s relational. Monthly giving is a powerful way to creating long lasting 
relationships with donors who care most about your cause.

Source: CanadaHelps.org


